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Abstract : The elastic scattering cross sections as well as one neutron stripling for l60
ions on i60 has been measured with high accuracy over large angular rai.ges at inci-
dent energies from 250 to 704 Me V. From these data which sample both di fractive and
refractive scattering processes, we-osA/met the underlying scattering potentials'hising model-
unrestricted analysis methods. The extracted potentials fit very well into the systematics
found in light-ion scattering. The real poi€nUal^&j3^^obisin>fAJrcaix..inicvoscopically~cai-
cnktted-fohJTng-pvtcntiala with a density~d£p^^ence_a[J^e^undsji3fiug effective nuetcvn-

r( qbtgiiiGjdjifL~a-weak density dcpen4eneej~-wilicir~yieids~-a
'stfft^-equaiion-of-statefor-eold-nu^lcar metU&r.

Recently the question of the effective scattering potentials in heavy-ion (HI) reactions
has found renewed interest, since its solution may supply important information on the
underlying effective nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction at high nuclear densities, which
in turn determines the equation of state for cold nuclear matter. The latter is of great
interest also in astrophysics for a deeper understanding of, e.g., neutron stars and super
novae phenomena.

In the early studies of HI scattering often very shallow HI potentials have been favoured
as suggested by the analyses of scattering data in the forward angle, diflractive, regime
only [1]. However, the first HI data extending up to the refractive nuclear rainbow region
unambiguously demonstrated (2) that realistic HI potentials have to be deep — as expected
from the double-folding concept as well as from the systematics found in light-ion (LI)
scattering. Another approach based on a model-unrestricted analysis has shown there
[3,4] that the potentials underlying the scattering process may be extracted very reliably
from the data — as long as those are measured with high precision from the Coulomb
rainbow region at very forward angles all the way down to the nuclear rainbow region at
backward angles. As a result the extracted potentials for p-, d-, 3He- and a-scattering are
found to be well defined over the whole radial region. The extracted depths of the real
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central potentials approximately scale with the number of nucleons in the projectile and
can be very well described by double-folding calculations, if the density dependence of the
underlying effective NN-interaction is assumed to be weak.

In order to clarify the situation with the HI scattering potentials we persued a program
to accurately measure 1 60 -|-160 scattering from very forward up to maximum feasi-
ble scattering angles covering both diffraction and refraction scattering phenomena. The
closed shell nucleus has been selected to keep collective excitations leading to strong
coupled channel effects in the elastic channel at a minimum. The projectile energies of
Ttnb — 250 — 704 MeV (i.e. kinetic energies per projectile nucleon: Tut,/A = 16 — 44 MeV)
have been chosen to optimize the condition for observing nuclear rainbow phenomena.

The measurements on the 16O -|- 16O system at Tlab - 250,350 and 480 MeV, published
already in part in ref [2,5], have been carried out at I1MI using the Q3D magnetic spec-
trograph. Additional recoil detection providing kinematical coincidences for background
suppression has been performed in particular at backward angles, where the measured
scattering cross sections reach the nb/sr-level. The scattering data for 16O -f- 16O at
Eiab — 704 MeV have been obtained at GANIL using the high-resolution SPEG magnetic
spectrometer. In all these measurements special attention has been paid to the calibration
of the scattering angles and of the absolute cross section. The absolute scattering angles
have been determined by the evaluation of kinematical shifts observed in the line spec-
tra. The absolute cross section normalization has been obtained by overlapping forward
angle measurements on 6Li2 0 , 40Ca 0, 51V2 O3 and 51V targets, where the 16O + 16O
measurements on the oxide targets can be related to each other and to the 16O + 51V
measurements on the Vanadium target. The latter scattering has been measured up to
very forward angles, where the cross section gets equal to the Coulomb cross section and
effects from the strong interaction are negligible — allowing thus a reliable absolute nor-
malization of the cross section as well as a further check of the scattering angle calibration.
For a conservative estimate of the random uncertainties inherent in these measurements
we have set the uncertainties of the data points to twice their values from pure count rate
statistics. Details of these measurements are given in ref. [6].

The results of the measurements for the elastic scattering at all mentioned energies are
shown in fig. 1, where they are plotted in dependence of the asymptotic momentum trans-
fer q — 2k sin ®. In this representation the diffraction pattern should be approximately
independent of the projectile energy as is the case for pure Fraunhofer diffraction. Fig. 1
shows that the data in the diffractive region nicely support these expectations. The sig-
nature of refractive scattering is seen to develop steadily with increasing bombarding
energy: focusing effect and shadow region are getting more pronounced and the refrac-
tive (rainbow) maximum (at position qn ~ 1/yE, see ref. [7]) is moving towards smaller
momentum transfers as the incident energy increases.

In fig. 2 we show the result of cross sections in mb/sr for the elastic, inelastic and reaction
channels. Note that the cross sections have been measured over 9 orders of magnitude.
The refractive (rainbow) bump is also well observed in the inelastic as well as in the
transfer channel at 0 C M ~ 20 to 25°.
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Fig. 1. Elastic scattering cross sections, normalized to the Mott cross section, in dependence of
the asymptotic momentum transfer q for l6O + 18O at Tlab = 250,350,480 and 704 MeV. The
solid curves show the model-unrestricted LG-fits, whereas the dotted lines represent the WSP-fits.

The analysis of the data has been carried out in two different ways, at first in the conven-
tional manner of using Woods-Saxon type form factors and secondly in the framework of
model-unrestricted methods. Since in the folding concept the convolution of two Fermi dis-
tributions with a short ranged force leads to a potential form of "Woods-Saxon-Squared"
type (WS2), we used such form factors for the conventional Optical Model analysis. For
the imaginary potential in addition we introduced a derivative WS2 form to account for
surface absorption phenomena. The result of these 9-parameter fits is shown in fig. 1 by
the dashed lines with a chi square per degree of freedom, \2/F» being in the range 2 - 6 .
We note that we observe no longer a family problem [8,9,10] regarding potential depth-
radius correlations as soon as we require a quantitative description of the data both in the
diffractive and in the refractive scattering regions. In particular, the simultaneously mea-
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Fig. 2. Experimental results for:
a) elastic and inelastic scattering of 1G0 + 1(iO at Eiab = 704 MeV.
b) the one neutron stripping channel lG0 (*GO.1ZO) i70. Note the refractive

(rainbow) bumbs in the region ofQcw ~ 20 to 25°.

sured data for inelastic scattering and single-nucleon transfer require the correct potential
family for a consistent description.

For the model-unrestricted analysis we expand real and imaginary potential parts into a
series of Fourier-Bessel (FB) functions io(?n^) or Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) functions, the
eigenfunctions of the 3-dimensional harmonic oscillator:

N
TUT

FB: U(r) = U0{r) + £ anj0(qnr); qn = —; v < R
n = l

N

LG: U{r) = (1)

Uo{r) is a conveniently chosen starting potential, e.g., the result of WS or WS2 analyses.
Of course, the final result of the model-unrestricted analyses must not depend on the par-
ticular starting potential. This has been verified in all our cases. Rc denotes a conveniently
chosen cutoff radius, beyond which the FB expansion is set to zero. Further details are
given in ref. [11]. The extracted model-unrestricted potentials are shown in fig. 3 together
with their symmetric uncertainties (hatched areas) derived from the x2 error matrix in the
usual way. The results of the conventional WS2 type analyses are displayed by the dotted



lines. Both types of analyses give compatible results within the uncertainties derived in
the LG analyses.

The volume integrals per nucleon pair and rms-radii of the real and imaginary potentials
as obtained in the analyses of the scattering data at 250, 350, 480 and 704 MeV vary from
330 MeV fm3 at 250 MeV to 275 MeV fm3 at 704 MeV. Their energy dependence turns
out to be quite small. The volume integrals of the imaginary potential per nucleon pair,
Ji, are in the region of 100 - 140 MeV fm3, i.e., within uncertainties compatible with
values obtained in analyses of LI scattering [3,4].

These results from the model-unrestricted analyses show good agreement also with recent
folding model analyses [5] on partially the same data basis. In these analyses real folding
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Fig. 3. Real and imaginary potentials for the system 16O -|- 10O as extracted from the analyses
of the scattering data. The solid lines show the model-unrestricted LG-results together with their
uncertainties (hatched areas), whereas the dotted lines give the WO?-results.



potentials have been generated based on the M3Y representation [12] of the G-matrix el-
ements of the Paris and the Reid-Elliot NN-interactions. The overall normalization of the
real folding potential and the density dependence of the NN-interaction had been adjusted
phenomenologically to fit the data and to reproduce the saturation properties of cold nu-
clear matter in a Hartree-Fock calculation. As a result it was found that the HI scattering
data are compatible with folding potentials only, if the density dependence of the un-
derlying effective NN interaction is weak in agreement with the findings in Ll-scattering
[4,5,13]. The model-unrestricted analyses of this work corroborate this statement.
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